Many are called, but few are chosen. Feature selection and error estimation in high dimensional spaces.
We address the problems of feature selection and error estimation when the number of possible feature candidates is large and the number of training samples is limited. A Monte Carlo study has been performed to illustrate the problems when using stepwise feature selection and discriminant analysis. The simulations demonstrate that in order to find the correct features, the necessary ratio of number of training samples to feature candidates is not a constant. It depends on the number of feature candidates, training samples and the Mahalanobis distance between the classes. Moreover, the leave-one-out error estimate may be a highly biased error estimate when feature selection is performed on the same data as the error estimation. It may even indicate complete separation of the classes, while no real difference between the classes exists. However, if feature selection and leave-one-out error estimation are performed in one process, an unbiased error estimate is achieved, but with high variance. The holdout error estimate gives a reliable estimate with low variance, depending on the size of the test set.